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Your headline is your 
first impression

The reader makes a snap decision about your story based on its 
headline and lead photo.

The headline is the single most important factor in what 
the reader takes away from your journalism – even if they read the 
article.



First impressions are critically 
important
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Good headline – increases readership and 
audience engagement

Bad headline – decreases readership and it can 
negatively impact a reader's impression of your story



Seven headlines. One story.
What's your gut reaction to each of these headlines?

Why Headlines Matter

Misleading Headlines Can Lead You Astray

How What You Read Affects What You See

Bad Headlines Make Bad Memories

11 Reasons Headlines Are Important

You’ll Never Believe How Important an Accurate Headline Is

How Headlines Change the Way We Think
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Why people click (or 
don't) on news 
headlines



10 reasons people click on headlines

1. It impacts me or my family

2. It triggered an emotional response –good or bad

3. It’s a passion topic I follow

4. You’ve made me curious.

5. There are new developments

6. It has a unique or unexpected angle.

7. Wait, what?!? I’ve got to see this.

8. I want to join the conversation

9. I want to compare my opinion to yours.

10. I feel kinship with the people in the story
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10 reasons people DON'T click on headlines

1. I already heard about this

2. You’re just stating the obvious

3. Everyone’s writing about this. It’s repetitive.

4. I’ve never heard of this (and it sounds boring.)

5. You’re just speculating.

6. Too many details, too little context.

7. You gave everything away in the headline.

8. What does this have to do with me? I can’t connect the dots.

9. I don’t like or follow this topic

10. This looks like a long story. I don’t have time to read it.
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Choose the winner.
Which headline won the A-B test?

ROUND 1

• A: Plymouth Orchards not opening this fall

• B: Popular Orchard, cider mill will not open this fall
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Choose the winner.
Which headline won the A-B test?

ROUND 2

A: You may need to take extra step to collect your tax refund this year

B: IRS gets serious to help prevent taxpayer ID theft

C: Preventing tax refund fraud: What’s new for 2020
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Choose the winner.
Which headline won the A-B test?

ROUND 3

A: Whitmer lifts ban on summer camps, some sports for kids

B: Whitmer just removed restrictions on these summer activities

C: Whitmer’s announcement could change summer plans for kids
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Choose the winner.
Which headline won the A-B test?

ROUND 4

A: Woodward, 8 Mile popular for panhandlers. But officials have new plans.

B: Detroit, Ferndale to ‘clean up’ popular spot for pan handlers

C: Big changes coming to popular spot for panhandlers
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Choose the winner.
Which headline won the A-B test?

ROUND 5

A: I’m angry at everything during this pandemic

B: What’s happening in US schools is not acceptable

C: Stop treating COVID-19 like a short-term crisis

D: I’m angry at everything during this pandemic – especially school
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3 headline fields for 
3 different audiences

Click to add text
Click to add text

Click to add text
Click to add text

Click to add textClick to add text



Make sure your headlines target all audiences

• One story can have multiple entry points for different digital readers

• Presto headline fields can target the three main types of digital traffic: search, 
social & direct

• Headline, front head and page title can (and should) be different
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DIRECT

SEARCH

SOCIAL



Front headline

• Readers who find your story on our website, app or newsletter

• Hyperlocal

• Most loyal readers
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Page Title vs Main Headline (overlap & differences)

• Appears in Google Search Results

• Literal

• Keyword/s at the beginning

• Be the answer to a searcher’s question

• Highest volume keyword or target 

keyword
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• Appears in Google News Results and Social 

Media

• Emotional, conversational

• Include keyword/s

Main HeadlinePage Title

AVOID GOING OVER THE 
CHARACTER COUNT!



Keyword diversity helps widen your digital reach

• Focus on subtopics to target a deeper 
layer of digital entry points

• Match phrasing & frontload

• Reporters should know the keywords and 
subtopics on their beats
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Coronavirus

COVID-19
Pandemic

Social distancing
Unemployment
Things to do at 

home
Depression

Mental health
Save money
Rent relief

Masks
Vaccine
Travel

Airlines

PAGE TITLE
Social 
distancing: 
What is it, how 
to do it

PAGE TITLE
Unemploymen
t relief 
package 
increases 
payout by 
$300

PAGE TITLE
5 things to do 
at home this 
summer

SUBTOPICS



Headlines can be as simple as answering a question

What is People Also Ask? People Also Ask is a box listing questions related to 
the search query. Clicking the question reveals the answer and links to the page from 
which Google sourced the information.
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How to build 
compelling headlines



What makes a headline a 
superstar?

It tells the 
reader there’s 

more

It helps 
someone 

accomplish a 
task

It answers a 
frequently 

asked question

It fuels a 
conversation or 

debate

It includes a 
noteworthy 

number

It emphasizes 
the impact on 

the reader 

It starts with a 
person

It taps into an 
emotion



Tell the reader there’s more

Phoenix, Tier 1
458K PVs, 9 orders

Palm Beach, Tier 1
73K PVs, 16 orders

Augusta, Tier 2
40K PVs, 9 orders

York, Tier 3
140K PVs, 7 orders



Help someone accomplish a task

Louisville, Tier 1
674K PVs, 2 orders

Asheville, Tier 2
8K PVs, 6 orders

Akron, Tier 2
43K PVs, 9 orders

York, Tier 3
28K PVs, 2 orders



Answer a frequently asked 
question

Detroit, Tier 1
52K PVs, 39 orders

Brevard, Tier 2
721K PVs, 11 orders

Poughkeepsie, Tier 3
29K PVs, 10 orders

Hornell, Tier 4
42K PVs, 1 order



Fuel a conversation or debate

Cincinnati, Tier 1
328K PVs, 5 orders

Austin, Tier 1
563 PVs, 9 orders

Austin 360, Tier 1
40K PVs, 5 orders

Springfield, Tier 2
52K PVs, 2 orders



Use a noteworthy number

Louisville, Tier 1
10K PVs, 3 orders

Columbus, Tier 1
3K PVs, 2 orders

Ocala, Tier 2
17K PVs, 10 orders

Lakeland, Tier 2
3K PVs, 2 orders



Emphasize the impact on the 
reader

Palm Beach, Tier 1
32K PVs, 6 orders

Augusta, Tier 2
102K PVs, 0 orders

Lakeland, Tier 2
15K PVs, 7 orders

Visalia, Tier 3
32K PVs, 8 orders



Headline checklist

Your headline should accomplish one or more of the following:

q Tell the reader there’s more

q Help the reader accomplish a task

q Answer a frequently asked question

q Fuel a conversation or debate
q Include an important or noteworthy number

q Emphasize the impact on the reader

q Start with a relatable person 

qTap into emotion



Headline Dos & Don'ts

üMake your headline short, direct, 
and conversational

üPut optimal keywords in your SEO 
headlines

üHighlight facts that appeal to a 
broad audience

üResearch topic to see 
what competitors are saying

üUse attention-grabbing facts

üUse emotional quotes
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× Use too many adjectives

× Sound like an advertisement

× Call out an unimpressive price 
or unknown brand

× Rely on clickbait-y buzzwords 
like “obsessed”

× Give away all your secrets in a 
headline

× Ask and answer a question in the 
same headline

Dos Don'ts
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Questions?
CONTACT

Chris White
ccwhite@gannett.com

Catherine Rogers
cgrogers@gannett.com

Bobby Shipman
rshipman@gannett.com

mailto:ccwhite@gannett.com
mailto:cgrogers@gannett.com
mailto:Rshipman@gannett.com

